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The influence of Co adatoms on the quantum well states �QWSs� existing in Cu/Co�100� multilayers is
investigated by means of ab initio calculations. The typical oscillations of the density of states at the Fermi
level as a function of the number of Cu layers are found to be strongly perturbed by the presence of adatoms
on the surface. In a lateral direction, the QWSs exhibit atomic-scale variations, which depend on the number
of Cu layers. These results suggest that the phase accumulation model, which is often used for analyzing QWS,
is not sufficient to interpret electronic features near adatoms and call for experimental real-space investigations
of QWS.
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Thin layers of crystalline metals may exhibit quantum
wells states �QWSs�. These states can be understood in terms
of an interference of electron waves reflected at the inter-
faces of the film to the substrate and to the vacuum. Beyond
being an appealing manifestation of the wave properties of
electrons in metals, QWSs are vital for technologically rel-
evant phenomena such as giant magnetoresistance in mag-
netic multilayers or two-dimensional electron gases in semi-
conductor heterostructures.1–3 Many physical properties of
QWS can be understood within the framework of the phase
accumulation model, which considers the reflections and
phase shifts of electron waves at the interfaces.4–6

So far, studies on QWS focused on laterally homogeneous
systems. One reason for this state of affairs may be that
photoelectron spectroscopy, which is the most widely used
experimental technique for studying QWS,7–9 usually does
not provide a nanoscale lateral resolution. However, local
variations of QWSs are of concern as soon as nanoscale
structures are present.10 This issue plays a crucial role when
QWSs are used to manipulate the electronic or magnetic
properties of molecules or atoms.11,12 Indeed, the Kondo ef-
fect observed from Mn-phtalocyanine molecules or Co ada-
toms was successfully modulated using QWS in Pb/Si�111�
or Cu/Co�100� layers.13–15 In discussing these experiments, a
countereffect of adsorbed molecules or atoms on the QWS
was tentatively suggested.13,14,17 A prediction of the phase
shift of electron waves at locally perturbed boundaries, how-
ever, is beyond the scope of the phase accumulation model.
In fact, the presence of well-defined wave vectors and phase
shifts needs to be reconsidered when lateral inhomogeneities
are present. For these reasons, it is desirable to extend ab
initio calculations, which have shown to accurately repro-
duce QWS in a variety of homogeneous systems16–20 to sce-
narios with a lowered symmetry.

This Brief Report addresses the influence of Co adatoms
on the density of states �DOS� of QWS in Cu/Co�100� mul-
tilayers by means of first-principles calculations. In the ab-
sence of adatoms, the variation of the DOS at the Fermi level
�EF� as a function of the number of Cu layers can reasonably
be fitted using the phase accumulation model with two quan-
tum oscillations.9,13,21 In contrast, the DOS of a surface

which is perturbed by a 1/4 monolayer �ML� of Co adatoms
is drastically modified and an analysis within the phase ac-
cumulation model proves to be inadequate. Lateral variations
of the DOS are found and analyzed for Cu slabs covered
with a 1/9 ML of Co adatoms. The spatial coherence of the
oscillations is found to depend on the number of Cu layers.

Our results are based on electronic structure calculations
within density-functional theory. More specifically, we apply
the augmented spherical wave approach22 and the local-
density approximation.23 An important advantage of the aug-
mented spherical wave approach is its minimal basis set,
which enables calculations for huge supercells as required
for the present study. As valence states we take into consid-
eration the Co /Cu 4s, 4p, and 3d orbitals and complement
this basis set by orbitals of additional augmentation spheres
which account for the voids in the crystal structure.
Brillouin-zone integrations are performed using the linear
tetrahedron method. The number of k points was increase
until convergence was reached. In all our calculations this
has been the case for at most 500 k points within the irre-
ducible wedge of the supercell Brillouin zone. The Cu�001�
slab is represented by a supercell built from fcc Cu by stack-
ing a variable number of fcc unit cells along the �001� direc-
tion. Moreover, a Co substrate can be modeled by continuing
the fcc Cu lattice by Co atoms.24 However, in the ab plane,
which is the interface plane, the Co lattice constant has to be
adapted to the Cu value in order to avoid a lattice mismatch.
On the Cu�001� surface, the Co adatoms are assumed to oc-
cupy the hollow sites and the distance to the Cu surface layer
is set to the optimized value of 1.62 Å.25

Figure 1�a� �solid line� shows the calculated DOS at EF
averaged at the top Cu layer as a function of the number of
Cu layers �NCu� in pure Cu slabs. The DOS oscillates with a
periodicity of about 2.5 atomic layers, while its amplitude
decreases gradually with increasing NCu. This behavior can
be ascribed to quantum oscillation. The electron waves
within a confined space constructively or destructively inter-
fere depending on the total width of the Cu slab, which de-
fines the traveling length for electrons. The periodicity of the
oscillation is not determined by the Fermi wavelength but, in
the case of Cu�100� layers, rather by two reciprocal length
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scales characteristic of the Cu Fermi surface: the distance
between the “belly” points as well as the distance between
the “neck” points.21 Within the framework of the phase ac-
cumulation model, the DOS at the surface of Cu layers varies
according to the following equation:13,21

�F = �F,0 + �
i=b,n

Ai

NCu
cos�2�NCu

�i
+ �i� . �1�

Here, �F is the DOS at EF at the top Cu layer in the slab, and
�F,0 is �F in the limit of N→�. Ai, �i, and �i are the
amplitudes, spatial periodicities, and phases of the quantum
oscillations at the belly �i=b� and the neck �i=n� of the
Cu Fermi surface, respectively. One may judge whether the
electronic states in a model slab are well described by the
phase accumulation model by fitting Eq. �1� to the ab initio
result. While the periodicities are uniquely determined by
the shape of the Cu Fermi surface ��b=5.88 ML and �n
=2.67 ML�,9,21 the amplitudes and the phases are sensitive
to the details of the electron reflection at the interfaces.
Therefore, we have performed the fit keeping �i fixed and
leaving Ai and �i as free parameters. To account for the
background change in the calculated DOS, a linear term of
BNCu was added to Eq. �1�. This change is probably caused
by incommensurability between N and �i and is only an
artifact. A reasonably good fit is obtained for Ab
=0.039 eV−1, An=0.092 eV−1, �b=0.87�, and �n=1.39�

�dashed line in Fig. 1�a��. This confirms the interpretation of
the DOS variation in terms of the phase accumulation model.
Note that this model generally holds at least down to
N=5,7,20 although Eq. �1� is mathematically exact only for
N→�.

In experiments13 the Cu�100� layers are supported by
Co�100� layers, but the addition of Co layers does not change
the above conclusion. Figure 1�b� shows the DOS at EF cal-
culated for Cu slabs on a Co substrate �solid line�. A similar
oscillatory behavior of the DOS is visible, while its details
are different from those of pure Cu slabs. The dashed line in
Fig. 1�b� shows the result of the same fitting analysis using
Eq. �1�. Again, a reasonably good fit is obtained, with differ-
ent parameters of An=0.18 eV−1 and �n=0.01�. The oscil-
lation at the belly is too small to be determined. To clarify
the effect of the Co substrate, the data in Fig. 1�a� �open
circles� and Fig. 1�b� �closed circles� are replotted in Fig.
1�c�. Note that the data in Fig. 1�b� are offset by one layer
along the abscissa and by −0.018 eV−1 along the ordinate.
The very similar DOS variations in Figs. 1�a� and 1�b� indi-
cate that the main role of the Co substrate is to change the
phase shift at the interface. Consequently, the phase accumu-
lation model remains valid for describing the electronic
states.

The situation is drastically changed by adding only a frac-
tion of a Co monolayer on top of the Cu surface. Figure 1�d�
shows the calculated DOS at EF at the top Cu layer in Cu
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FIG. 1. �Color online� Averaged DOS at EF for the top Cu layer as a function of the number of Cu layers �NCu� in Cu/Co slabs obtained
by ab initio calculations �solid lines� and fitting results using Eq. �1� �dashed lines�. �a� Pure Cu slabs. �b� Cu slabs on a Co substrate. �c�
Comparison of �a� �open circles� and �b� �closed circles�. The data of �b� are offset by one layer along the abscissa and by −0.018 eV−1 along
the ordinate. �d� Pure Cu slab covered by 1/4 ML of Co adatoms. �e� Cu slab covered by 1/4 ML of Co adatoms on a Co substrate. �f�
Comparison of �d� �open circles� and �e� �closed circles�. The data of �d� are offset by two layers along the abscissa and by 0.009 eV−1 along
the ordinate.
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slabs covered by 1/4 ML of Co adatoms �solid line�. Note
that the atomic arrangement is exactly the same as used in
Fig. 1�a� except for the Co adatoms. An obvious change from
Fig. 1�a� is that the oscillation with a periodicity of about 2.5
atomic layers is suppressed for NCu�10. The calculated
DOS cannot be properly fitted using Eq. �1� �dashed line;
Ab=0.042 eV−1, An=0.055 eV−1, �b=1.60�, and �n=
−0.01��. This failure of the phase accumulation model sug-
gests that the QWSs are substantially perturbed by the pres-
ence of Co adatoms, which—in contrast to a complete
monolayer—do not constitute a smooth interface. The addi-
tion of a Co substrate for simulating the experimental setup
leads to the same conclusion as shown in Fig. 1�e� �solid
line: ab initio calculation; dashed line fitting result with Ab
=0.11 eV−1, An=0.11 eV−1, �b=0.10�, and �n=−0.25��.
Figure 1�f� replots the data in Fig. 1�d� �open circles� and
Fig. 1�e� �closed circles�. Note that the data in Fig. 1�e� are
offset by two layers along the abscissa and by 0.009 eV−1

along the ordinate. Again, the similar behavior of the DOS
variations suggests that the Co substrate causes a phase shift
of electron waves. However, the strong perturbation of the
DOS oscillations by a submonolayer coverage of Co ada-
toms is clear in the presence of a Co substrate, too. These
observations call for investigations of the DOS at individual
atomic sites in the Cu layers next to Co adatoms.

To observe possible atomic-scale variations of the DOS in
the lateral direction, the unit cell was expanded to a 3�3
supercell �solid squares�, which reduces the density of Co
adatoms to 1/9 ML. Figure 2�a� shows a sketch of the atomic
arrangement used for the calculations. The two figures on the
left side show top views of the Cu�100� layers at odd and
even layer numbers. The figure on the right side shows a side
view of the Cu layers, which corresponds to the dashed lines
in the top views. Figure 2�a� also introduces our naming
convention of columns a–c and layer numbers Nlayer. Co ada-
toms are placed on the top hollow site of column a while
columns b and c are off the Co adatoms in lateral directions.
Figure 2�b� displays the DOS as a function of energy at
different atomic sites for Nlayer=8 , 9 �see the inset�. For
both layers, atomic sites in columns b and c exhibit a similar
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FIG. 2. �Color online� �a� Atomic arrangement used for the cal-
culations and naming convention of columns a–c and layer num-
bers. Left panels: top views of the Cu�100� layers at odd and even
layer numbers. Right panel: side view of Cu layers, which corre-
sponds to the dashed lines in the top views. �b� DOS as a function
of energy at the atomic sites labeled in the inset. Inset: model of the
surface of a slab of nine Cu layers �NCu=9� with a 1/9 ML of Co
adatoms on top.
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FIG. 3. �Color online� DOS at EF within columns a–c as a function of layer number. �a� NCu=9. �b� NCu=7. �c� DOS at EF averaged
within each layer for NCu=7, 9. DOSs at columns a–c are weight averaged according to their occupation numbers within a unit cell.
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energy dependence. In contrast, the variation of the DOS at
atomic sites in column a is substantially different. This indi-
cates that the effect of Co adatoms on the QWS varies on an
atomic scale in a lateral direction.

The presence of laterally inhomogeneous QWS is con-
firmed by observing the oscillatory behavior of the DOS
within different columns. The DOSs at EF were calculated
for the same atomic arrangement as depicted in Fig. 2�a�.
Figure 3�a� displays the result for NCu=9 as a function of
Nlayer at columns a–c. Each column exhibits different DOS
variations, demonstrating that the atomic-scale inhomogene-
ity of the QWS is indeed induced by the Co adatoms. Par-
ticularly, column b, which is off the Co adatoms, shows an
opposite trend of the DOS variation as compared to the other
two columns next to the center of the slab. Figure 3�c� shows
the DOS at EF averaged within each layer �closed circles�.
The contributions from columns a–c were weighted accord-
ing to their occupation numbers within a unit cell. Obviously,
the oscillation in the averaged DOS is suppressed as com-
pared to the individual columns. The spatial coherence, how-
ever, depends on the number of Cu layers. For NCu=7, col-
umns a–c exhibit similar DOS variations �see Fig. 3�b��.

Consequently, variation in the averaged DOS is more pro-
nounced for NCu=7 �open circles in Fig. 3�c�� than for NCu

=9. The suppression of DOS oscillations for NCu�10 ob-
served in Figs. 1�d� and 1�e� may be attributed to this NCu-
dependent spatial coherence.

In summary, the influence of Co adatoms on the DOS of
QWSs in Cu/Co�100� multilayers was investigated by means
of ab initio electronic structure calculations. The DOSs at EF
of the surface Cu layer as a function of NCu are found to be
strongly perturbed by a 1/4 ML of Co adatoms. This makes
an analysis in terms of the conventional phase accumulation
model inadequate. The spatially resolved DOS in Cu slabs
with a 1/9 ML of Co adatoms reveals atomic-scale variations
of the QWS in a lateral direction. The spatial coherence of
the QWS depends on NCu, which can explain the drastic
change in the DOS variation as a function of NCu due to the
Co adatoms.
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